Before you ask us a reference question, check this handy list of Frequently Asked Reference Questions to see if your question is a popular one that we have answered many times before. We have compiled brief guides to the resources available both online and offline on these topics. Looking through the FAQs can save you (and us!) a lot of time! Even if your question doesn’t look like our example, if the subject sounds like what you’re interested in, check the FAQ for it. Also, be sure to look through the ipl Ready Reference Collection for quality Internet resources selected by ipl librarians, an Which president's wife was the first to be called the First Lady? These are just a few of the many questions answered in CQ's Desk Reference on the Presidency. This ready-reference offers a wealth of information on the presidency. The 500-plus questions have been selected to provide an uncomplicated look at the American presidency, its organization, procedures, and history, as well as the presidents themselves and their families. Chapters include president's powers and duties, elections that brought them to office, highlights of presidential administrations, and the inner workings of the White House and the Executive Branch. Answers to these and over 500 more questions are found in CQâ€™s Desk Reference on American Criminal Justice. This is the only book in a reference format that provides quick access and easy-to-find information for students and citizens who need to acquire a basic and comprehensive understanding of our system of law enforcement, courts in the context of criminal law, and corrections. Supporting the curriculum for criminal justice as it is studied in American government, history, and law enforcement courses in high schools and colleges, this reference volume will also cover any questions your pat